Reader comments for Shortwave Receivers Past & Present - 4th Edition
Thanks for the wonderful book -- you really hit it out of the
park.- Dan Robinson

The book has certainly become the go-to reference for data
on any vintage or modern communications receiver.
- Kevin Carey WB2QMY

My hat is off to you my friend, and the tremendous endeavor
that you took on and succeeded in completing in such a
marvelous fashion. - Les Locklear

An amazing piece of work. A classic reference book has
become even better. - Karl-Arne Markstrom SM0AOM
This book will be a treasure of a lifetime.
- Minamoto Junichi JA1VHZ

It's a book that in one place wraps up more information about
an era than any 20 people could bring to the table.
- Avery Comarow W3AVE

I was amazed by the number of different manufactures and
models of receivers in the book. I had no idea.
- Tom Vilov W3FLC

Amazing work. - Mario Stutterheim KD2BXA
WOW, WOW, WOW. - Richard McKlung WA6KNW

AMAZING! I believe this is the right word for the book. It's an
encyclopedia! - Vincenzo Italia

The SWL community thanks you for providing us this great
reference to the equipment we love!
- Tom Marcotte N5OFF

It deserves to be on every bookcase.
- David Knepper W3CRA/W3ST

This 4th edition is simply a masterpiece which will provide
many hours of interesting reading in addition to immediately
becoming recognized as the most authoritative reference on
the subject. Thanks for this wonderful contribution to our
hobby. - Robert Baumann

What a monumental reference work. It exceeds my expectations, and probably everybody else's too. There is so much new
material, that it is almost a completely new work.
- Clemens Stubbe Østergaard

It’s a fine book, greatly expanded, and I’m going through it
slowly. I didn’t know there were that many receivers made
that I haven’t heard of. - John Reed KA5QEP

It is truly a masterpiece and will have a place of prominence on
my library bookshelves.
- Joe Veras K9OCO

Just received a copy of the latest edition of "Receivers Past
and Present." All I can say is WOW. - Paul Katz W5NTQ

For me this is the bible of receivers or the Janes of the radio
world. - Steve Darveniza VK4VN

The definitive reference in short wave receivers.
- Bertrand Velle

Congrats on your new receiver book. I’ve consulted Mr.
Webster, but all the superlatives are inadequate. - Gerry Dexter

Wow! Best reference book on Shortwave/HF receivers ever
published anywhere. - David Whiting

Wow, what a wonderful job. A real goldmine of information.
- Chuck Penson WA7ZZE

The book is INCREDIBLE! Wow--I'm having so much fun
digging through all of these receivers!
- Thomas Witherspoon

It is flawless, excellent paper, printing and solid covers. But
mainly, it is the research task on shortwave receivers what
makes this piece of work truly unique.
- César Arístides Menard LU2HAR

A true work of art. - John Wagner

The book is amazing! - Tom Taylor N7TM

Absolutely fabulous. - Dale Parfitt W4OP
A wonderful book. It impressed me. - Hideo Kanemichi

Amazing how heavy and well printed the luxury book is.
- Serge Matveyev UA1OSM

Fine job ! Many memories with those old receivers.
- Hervé Brien F6CZL

A magnificent work which will become the "bible" for those
interested in receivers. - Dick King M5DIK

A truly remarkable compilation of so many receivers.
- Peter Markavage

What a magnificent effort. A treasure trove of information
that will have our community drooling for years.
- Dave Merrill N9ZC

A magisterial tome. It is absolutely excellent and anyone half
interested in receivers MUST go and spend his pennies and
buy it. - Michael O'Beirne G8MOB

Absolutely, totally, irrefutably RECOMMENDED!!!
- T.J. "Skip" Arey N2EI

A really monumental work. The hardcover is very welcome
for this robust "RX Bible"!!! Congrats on including many
manufacturers that I never heard of.
- Joerg Klingenfuss

This is a valuable resource, as well as nourishment for your
nostalgia. It may be a bit harder to pickup than most books,
but it's harder yet to put down.
- Rick Lindquist WW1MW QST Magazine 02/15

I am super impressed with the 4th edition, especially
regarding the history of the manufacturers.
- John F. Clemens WØBD
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